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Disclaimer 

This technical report has been prepared for the use of Waikato Regional Council as a reference 
document and as such does not constitute Council’s policy.  
 
Council requests that if excerpts or inferences are drawn from this document for further use by 
individuals or organisations, due care should be taken to ensure that the appropriate context 
has been preserved, and is accurately reflected and referenced in any subsequent spoken or 
written communication. 
 
While  Waikato Regional Council  has exercised all reasonable skill and care in controlling the 
contents of this report, Council accepts no liability in contract, tort or otherwise, for any loss, 
damage, injury or expense (whether direct, indirect or consequential) arising out of the provision 
of this information or its use by you or any other party. 
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Executive summary 
Tararu is located on the west coast of the Coromandel Peninsula, one kilometre to the 
north of Thames on State Highway 25 (SH25).  In response to the severe floods 
generated by the “Weather Bomb 2002”, Waikato Regional Council (WRC) established 
the Peninsula Project to address river and catchment issues across the Peninsula 
through soil conservation, river management, animal pest control and flood protection 
measures.  Tararu was one of the communities identified as having a very high risk to 
life and property, requiring actions that address these risks. 
 
Since the introduction of the Peninsula Project in 2004, WRC and Thames Coromandel 
District Council (TCDC), worked with the Tararu community to develop a flood 
mitigation strategy to address the Tararu Stream flood hazards.  Works have been 
completed at Tararu to mitigate the flood hazard from Tararu Stream, the details of 
which are provided in this Design Report. 
 
Tararu is located at the base of the Tararu Stream catchment on a coastal alluvial fan.  
The presence of parts of Tararu on the low-lying land adjacent to Tararu Stream means 
that these properties are subject to flood hazard from the stream.  The Tararu Stream 
catchment is susceptible to short duration but high intensity rain events causing flash 
flooding and debris flow in the streams and surrounding land with little or no warning. 
 
For the success of this project it was essential that the community was involved.  A 
working party was established in the community to liaise with the various authorities, 
including WRC, as matters progressed.  The working party met at regular intervals to 
scope the issues, discuss options and to work together to implement the project. 
 
As a first step, the community agreed to WRC developing and undertaking an 
extensive channel maintenance program of the Tararu Stream to improve the condition 
of the channel and its capacity to convey flood flows.  This work improved the stability 
and capacity of the Tararu Stream and reduced the risk to the Tararu community by 
containing flood events that would otherwise inundate adjacent land. 
 
The initial technical investigation results demonstrated that while the channel 
maintenance discussed above would improve the channel capacity, it would not be 
adequate to prevent flooding.  Hence, proposals to protect the Tararu community from 
flooding up to a design standard of the 1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) event 
by way of engineering works were developed. 
 
A catchment assessment was undertaken for the Tararu Stream catchment to inform 
the development of MIKE-21 and MIKE-11 hydraulic models which were then used to 
develop a proposed flood mitigation strategy for Tararu. 
 
WRC worked with the community via the Tararu Working Group to develop the flood 
mitigation strategy for Tararu and then consulted with the community on what was 
proposed.  The works were then implemented.  Through the investigation work it was 
identified that the State Highway 25 (SH25) Bridge was under capacity and was 
contributing to flooding issues in the community.  WRC approached the New Zealand 
Transport Agency and it was agreed that the SH25 Bridge would be upgraded. 
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Flood defences in the Tararu community 
 
Catchment management and soil conservation works programmes have also been 
established in the Tararu Stream catchment to complement the flood mitigation works 
undertaken. 
 
The main channel of the Tararu Stream is monitored and periodically maintained by 
WRC to remove accumulated sediment and debris.  This work maintains the capacity 
of the stream and reduces the risk to adjacent land that would otherwise be inundated 
more frequently. 
 
‘Residual flood risk’ is a term used to describe a river flood risk that exists due to the 
potential for ‘greater than design’ flood events to occur.  Residual flood risk applies to 
the Tararu community from factors such as the greater than the design event, the 
impact of debris flow during a flood event and that the model excludes obstructions 
such as buildings and walls which may have localised effects. 
 
Based on the flood hazard status of land in the community, TCDC has various planning 
controls in place via the Thames Coromandel District Plan, that restrict what land use 
activities can be undertaken.  Refer to the Thames Coromandel District Plan and 
TCDC staff for details. 
 
The flood mitigation scheme for the Tararu community should be reviewed in 
accordance with the Waihou Piako Zone Management Plan.  In addition if there are 
any significant changes in land use in the community the scheme would need to be 
reviewed. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Tararu is located on the west coast of the Coromandel Peninsula, one kilometre north of 
Thames on State Highway 25 (SH25). 
 
In response to the severe floods generated by the “Weather Bomb 2002”, Waikato 
Regional Council (WRC) established the Peninsula Project to address river and 
catchment issues across the Peninsula through soil conservation, river management, 
animal pest control and flood protection measures.  The Peninsula Project, an umbrella 
project for the Thames Coast Project was initiated in 2003 and adopted by Council in 
2004, investigated all river and catchment issues within the whole Coromandel Peninsula 
area, identified general works programmes to address these and established the funding 
mechanisms that provide for these services to be implemented in a consistent and 
sustainable manner into the future. 
 
Under the Peninsula Project, WRC and Thames Coromandel District Council (TCDC) 
worked together on flood mitigation plans for five Thames Coast communities.  The work 
included risk assessments, technical investigations, development of risk mitigation 
options, development of a business case to central government for funding support and 
establishment of rating mechanisms.  There was extensive community consultation on 
plans for these Thames Coast communities.  Tararu was one of the communities 
identified as having a very high risk to life and property, requiring actions that address 
these risks. 
 
The Tararu area is not covered by the Peninsula Project funding system as it was 
historically part of the Waihou Valley Scheme area and earlier channel improvement 
works were carried on the stream under this scheme.  However, the flood hazard 
investigation and options investigation were updated and reconsidered as part of the 
Thames Coast investigations project.  
 
Since the introduction of the Peninsula Project in 2004, WRC and TCDC worked with the 
Tararu community to develop a flood mitigation strategy to address the Tararu Stream 
flood hazard.  A flood mitigation scheme has been constructed at Tararu, the details of 
which are provided in this Design Report. 

1.2 Scope of report 

The purpose of this Design Report is to provide a summary of the works that have been 
undertaken at Tararu to reduce the flood hazard from the Tararu Stream, including the 
rationale behind the scheme development, the agreed levels of service, the design 
details, as built information, the operation and maintenance requirements of the scheme, 
the residual flood risk and the scheme review requirements. 
 
The Design Report includes the following sections: 

 Catchment overview 

 Hydrological assessment 

 Hydraulic model development 

 Flood protection scheme 

 Agreed levels of service 

 Operation and maintenance 

 Flood hazard assessment 
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 Residual flood risk 

 Planning controls, and 

 Scheme review.  
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2 Catchment overview 

2.1 Catchment description 
Tararu is located on the west coast of the Coromandel Peninsula, one kilometre north of 
Thames on State Highway 25 (refer to Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 Thames-Coromandel District 

 
The Tararu Stream has a 15.5 km2 catchment that originates in the western Coromandel 
Ranges (refer to Figure 2).  This catchment is relatively steep and covered in 
regenerating native vegetation and scrub.  It is susceptible to short duration but high 
intensity rainfall events that cause flash flooding and debris flows in the Tararu Stream 
with little or no warning. 
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Figure 2 Tararu Stream catchment 

2.2 Tararu Stream 

2.2.1 General 

The Tararu Stream flows out of the Coromandel Ranges and through the northern edge 
of the Tararu community before discharging to the Firth of Thames (refer to Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3 Northern Tararu community 
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Parts of the Tararu community are located on the floodplain and sediment/debris fan 
created by the Tararu Stream (refer to Figure 4 and Figure 5). 
 

Figure 
4 Ground level at Tararu 

 
Figure 5 Tararu Stream coastal alluvial fan (looking inland from Firth of Thames) 

 

2.2.2 Pre-scheme condition of Tararu Stream 

Tararu Stream descends largely unaffected by human influence at a steep average 
gradient of 6% to its delta which starts approximately at Victoria Road Ford near the east 
end of the settlement.  The rapid flattening of the grade at the delta is aggravated by the 
flow confining effect of buildings, the SH25 embankment and SH25 Bridge, leading to 
overtopping of the banks, deposition of material and stream aggradations downstream.  
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The bed material consists of gravel and cobbles of various sizes, though an accurate 
sediment size analysis is not available. 
 
Earlier work under the Waihou Valley Scheme aimed at increasing the channel capacity 
and stabilizing the stream banks.  These works included widening the stream channel 
and bank protection using rock and concrete (fabriform).  However, extensive bank 
erosion was still occurring pre full flood protection scheme. 
 
The SH25 Bridge, by its pre-upgrade width and orientation, constituted a major flow 
restriction.  Overland flow and local flooding during major flood events occurred 
downstream of the ford as well as around both approaches to the SH25 Bridge.  The 
orientation of the longitudinal face of the right hand abutment was hydraulically 
unfavourable as it acted as a reflector and caused significant turbulence, resulting in the 
bank upstream of the abutment showing signs of advanced scour. 
 
A full annual stream maintenance programme was established under the Waihou Valley 
Scheme.  The works include removal of gravel and sediment depositing in the channel 
and rock protection maintenance as discussed in Section 7. 

2.3 Flooding issues 
The Tararu community is located at the base of the Tararu Stream catchment on a 
coastal alluvial fan.  The community consists of mainly residential development on both 
banks of the Tararu Stream.  SH25 runs through the Tararu community and crosses the 
Tararu Stream using a dual lane single span bridge. 
 
The presence of parts of the Tararu community on low-lying land adjacent to Tararu 
Stream means that these properties are subject to flood hazard from the stream.  The 
Tararu Stream catchment is susceptible to short duration but high intensity rain events 
causing flash flooding and debris flow in the stream and surrounding land with little or no 
warning. 
 
During significant flood events, overland flow occurs just downstream of the Victoria 
Road ford and around both approaches to the SH25 Bridge, as illustrated in the 
schematic below. 
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Figure 6 Predominant flooding mechanism at Tararu 

 
Figure 7 below illustrates the predicted flood extents (pre-flood protection scheme) at 
Tararu for the 1% AEP event with an allowance for predicted climate change.  
 

 
Figure 7 Predicted flood extents for 1% AEP (100 year ARI) event (with climate change) 

 
The significance of the flood hazard to the Tararu community was demonstrated during 
the storm event that occurred on June 21, 2002 (also referred to as the ‘Weather Bomb’).  
This event brought torrential rainfall to the Coromandel Peninsula (with unconfirmed 
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intensities of up to 125 mm in 25 minutes) and caused widespread damage across the 
Thames-Coromandel and South Waikato Districts (Munro, 2002).  Tararu suffered 
significant damage during this event. 
 
Damage to properties within the Tararu community was focused on those properties 
immediately adjacent to the Tararu Stream and those that are within the secondary flow 
paths.  An extensive fact finding exercise and meetings with the residents of the Tararu 
community determined that during the ‘Weather Bomb’ property damage occurred to 
approximately 10 houses, 28 basements and 5 non-developed sections.  The figure 
below illustrates the property damage within the Tararu community following the 
‘Weather Bomb’. 
 

 
Figure 8 Property damage within the Tararu community during the ‘Weather Bomb’ 

 
Following the ‘Weather Bomb’, WRC and TCDC initiated the Thames Coast Project to 
better understand the river flooding issues that affect the communities on the Thames 
Coast.  This project also involved the identification of works to mitigate the impact of river 
flooding on people and property along the Thames Coast. 
 
The Thames Coast Project focused on the five most vulnerable communities that were 
identified as being worst affected by both the weather bomb and historical flood events, 
which included Tararu. 
 
Risk assessment based on the extent of flooding including depth and velocity of floods 
was undertaken by URS Consultants for Tararu.  The assessment revealed that the risk 
to life arising from flooding within the area is higher than internationally acceptable 
standards.  This required both WRC and TCDC to investigate and implement appropriate 
measures to reduce the risks. 
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3 Hydrological assessment 

3.1 Technical information 
During the development of the Thames Coast Project, WRC collected a significant 
amount of technical information covering the Tararu Stream catchment.  This information 
is presented in WRC’s Technical Report 2004/13 (Ryan GJ, 2004) and includes: 

 Historical research 

 Catchment hydrology 

 Lower channel hydraulics (1 dimensional) 

 Floodplain hydraulics (2 dimensional) 

 Flood hazard analysis (including extent and severity). 
 
Some of the key data sources and findings that have informed technical investigations 
are summarised below. 
 
Table 1 Summary of technical reports covering flood events on the Thames Coast 

Flood event Technical reports 

April 1981 HCB Report 109 and 123 (Sep 1981 and June 1982) 

February 1985 HCB Report 190 (October 1985) 

Cyclone Bola No technical reports located 

Cyclone Drena No technical reports located 

January 2002 No technical reports located 

June 2002 EW Report 2002/10 (July 2002) 

 
Table 2 Technical Reports covering flood mitigation and management at Tararu  

Community Previously completed technical investigations 

Tararu Channel improvements - HCB Report 130 (Nov 1982) 

Channel improvements - HCB Report 179 (May 1985) 

Flood hazard mgmt - EW Report  1995/4 (Aug 1995) 

 
Table 3 Summary of completed flood mitigation works at Tararu 

Community Previously completed works 

Tararu Channel improvement works were completed during the 1980’s by the 
HCB as part of the Waihou Valley Scheme. These works included 
widening the channel and installing erosion protection works (concrete 
fabriform and rock rip rap). 

These works are currently maintained by EW as part of the Waihou Valley 
Scheme. 

 
Longsection information for Tararu Stream (pre-scheme) has been detailed in a WRC 
document number WRC DM# 912061.  This longsection includes the following 
information: 

 Bed level 

 Top-of-bank level 

 Design flood level for a variety of flood events 

 Levels associated with proposed works (e.g. floodwalls) 
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The existing channel performance prior to the scheme works being implemented was 
assessed to be the following for Tararu: 

 Upstream of the SH25 Bridge  20% AEP (5 year ARI) event 

 Downstream of the SH25 Bridge 50% AEP (2 year ARI) event 

3.2 Catchment characteristics 

The Tararu Stream catchment is located on the steep western slopes of the Coromandel 
Ranges.  The catchment is relatively steep and has elements of bush, and urban cover.  
The catchment area and characteristics for the Tararu Stream are described below. 
 

 
Figure 9 Tararu Stream catchment boundary 

 
Table 4 Tararu Stream catchment summary 

Catchment area 15.5 km
2
 

% urban Low 

% indigenous forest/ scrub High 

Channel slope 7% 

Time of concentration 1 hour 

3.3 Rainfall 

Rainfall data was taken from NIWA’s High Intensity Rainfall Design System (HIRDS) 
Version 2 (the most current version of HIRDS at the time of the model development).  
The standard error was added to the rainfall depth to give a conservative rainfall 
estimate and is shown below. 
 
Table 5 Tararu Stream catchment predicted rainfall intensities (existing) 

 Rainfall summary 

45 minute duration event 

Annual exceedance probability (AEP) event 50% 20% 10% 5% 2% 1% 

Predicted rainfall intensity (mm/hr) 31 38 45 52 65 78 
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Climate change effects have been estimated following the methods outlined by the 
Ministry for the Environment guidelines (MfE, May 2004 – the most current guidelines at 
the time of the assessment).  The guidelines predict that the temperature within the 
Waikato Region will rise by up to 1.40C by 2030 and up to 3.80C by the year 2080.  The 
guidelines also suggest that rainfall intensity will increase 7% to 8% per degree 0C 
increase.  Based on the above the rainfall intensities were estimated as outlined in the 
following table. 
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Table 6 Tararu Stream catchment predicted rainfall intensities (future) 

 Rainfall summary 

45 minute duration event 

AEP event 50% 20% 10% 5% 2% 1% 

Predicted rainfall intensity 2030 (mm/hr) 34 42 49 58 72 87 

Predicted rainfall intensity 2080 (mm/hr) 40 48 57 67 84 101 

3.4 Flow estimates 

The peak inflow for Tararu Stream including an allowance for climate change has been 
determined using several methods; the Rational Method, Relative Rational Method, and 
the Revised Regional Flood Estimation Method.  The results have been compared with 
previous reports and historic events.  The initial hydrological assessment undertaken by 
WRC for the Tararu Stream catchment was also reviewed by Opus Consultants (Opus 
Consultants, 2004). 
 
Table 7 Tararu Stream peak flow estimates 
 

 Peak flows estimates 

AEP event 50% 20% 10% 5% 2% 1% 

Existing peak flow - 2006 (m
3
/s) 94 114 149 175 203 222 

Future peak flow - 2030 (m
3
/s) 103 126 165 194 224 261 

Future peak flow - 2080 (m
3
/s) 119 145 191 225 260 303 

 
To put these figures in perspective, the following flow estimates have been compiled 
from historical flood events that have significantly affected the Tararu community: 
 
Table 8 Summary of historical flood events on Tararu Stream 

Event Peak flood flow (m3/s) Estimated AEP event 

April 1981 70 < 50% (2 year ARI) 

February 1985 150 5% (20 year ARI) 

January 2002 200 1% (100 year ARI) 

Weather Bomb 200 1% (100 year ARI) 

 
It should be noted that in events exceeding the 2% AEP event, debris floods are likely to 
occur and cause increased flood levels, higher waves and significant blockages in the 
stream system. 
 
The following graph shows the full continuum of flood events in the Tararu Stream for 
existing and future predicted climate change scenarios. 
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Figure 10 Tararu Stream hydrological summary 

 
From the above figure, the existing 1% AEP event flood flow for Tararu Stream is 
estimated to be 222m3/s and the future 1% AEP event flow is estimated to be 
approximately 267m3/s. 

3.5 Hydrograph 
To allow realistic modelling it was necessary to create a hydrograph to input flows into 
the model.  A dimensionless unit hydrograph was created by examining five historic 
floods recorded on the Kauaeranga River at Smiths (WRC recording site 9301).  The 
dimensionless hydrograph used is shown below. 
 

 
Figure 11 Dimensionless Unit Hydrograph 

 
This was used to produce a unit hydrograph for the Tararu catchment.  Where Tp used is 
the time of concentration and Qp is the peak flow. 
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4 Hydraulic model development 

4.1 Introduction 

A one-dimensional (MIKE-11) hydraulic model was used to develop a detailed design 
model for the Tararu Stream sufficient to inform the design of components of the flood 
protection scheme, such as stop banks and flood walls.  The MIKE-11 model was also 
used to assess the performance of the old SH25 Bridge and to design the bridge 
upgrade, details are provided about this in Section 4.4 below.  This model provides 
detailed information regarding flow, flow depth and velocity within the modelled stream 
channel and associated stream berm.  This section outlines the development of both of 
the hydraulic models. 

4.2 Model build 

The MIKE-11 model was built to test options to mitigate the flooding issues at Tararu. 
Details about the model build are included in the Environment Waikato report entitled 
Tararu Stream Hydraulic Investigation (Ryan, no date, WRC DM# 780551). 

4.3 Model inputs 

4.3.1 Model datum 

The model datum relates to a local datum - Origin of coordinates: SS70 S57224 (C3FK) 
– lead plug in Kapanga Road Bridge.  The model has been developed with data relating 
to this datum, including any LiDAR information which has been corrected to this datum to 
complete cross sections where survey extents didn’t extend far enough. 

4.3.2 Channel cross section data 

Cross section survey data was used to define the channel dimensions.  The survey was 
undertaken by FW Millingtons Ltd in September 2004.  Cross sections were surveyed at 
nominal 100m intervals.  These cross sections were input into the MIKE-11 model to 
define the channel capacity. 

4.3.3 Upper boundary condition 

The upper boundary of the hydraulic model consists of the inflow hydrographs to 
represent the peak flows for the contributing sub-catchments to the Tararu Stream for 
the 1% AEP event, as per the MIKE-21 discussed in Section 4.2 above.  The 
development of the inflow hydrograph is discussed in Section 3 above.  The following 
table summarises the inflow data for the catchment for the existing and predicted future 
1% AEP events (this is the same as for the MKE-21 model): 
 
Existing 1% AEP design flow: 222 m3/s 
Future 1% AEP design flow: 267 m3/s 

4.3.4 Lower boundary condition 

The lower boundary of the Tararu Stream is the Firth of Thames.  The spring high tide 
level was used to replicate the backwater effect at the lower end of the stream.  The 
current spring high tide is RL1.5m above mean sea level.  This was used for the model 
runs for the existing climatic conditions. 
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Sea level is predicted to rise 0.5m by the end of the century according to MfE guidelines 
(MfE, May 2004).  Hence the lower boundary condition used to simulate future climatic 
conditions was RL2.0m above mean sea level. 

4.3.5 Roughness 

MIKE-11 uses Manning’s ‘n’ value to define channel roughness.  The MIKE-11 model for 
Tararu Stream has been set up with a constant Manning’s ‘n’ value of 0.06.  This ‘n’ 
value has been selected to provide a conservative assessment for design purposes. 
 
A Manning’s ‘n’ value of 0.013 has been applied at the SH25 Bridge; this is the default 
value and is considered appropriate. 

4.3.6 Model location 

The MIKE-11 hydraulic model is located on the WRC system in the following folder: 
G:\RCS\Technical Services\Projects\Waihou Piako\Tararu Stream\Hydraulics\MIKE 11 

4.4 Bridge representation 

4.4.1 Background 

The SH25 Bridge at Tararu was identified to be a constriction to flood flows, hence WRC 
worked with the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) to develop a flood mitigation 
solution for the community that included an upgrade of the SH25 Bridge. 
 
Accurate modelling of the SH25 Bridge was critical to the success of this project.  This 
section provides details about how the SH25 Bridge was modelled, further information is 
provided in WRC’s Internal Series Report 2006/23 (Duffill Watts, 2006). 

4.4.2 Model set up 

The SH25 Bridge has been represented in the MIKE-11 model using the ‘Weir’ option.  
The ‘Weir’ option allows for the insertion of weirs to describe overflows to another 
channel or the flow through a bridge opening.  Inside the weir option, a Q-H relationship 
is used to describe the behaviour of the structure.  This relationship has been derived 
using an energy equation this follows recommendations from Opus Consultants (Opus 
Consultants, 2004). 
 
Besides the main branch of the Tararu Stream, two additional branches had been part of 
the initial model accounting for break-out points of the stream.  These break-out points 
were removed from the new model because of the lack of acceptable secondary flow 
paths.  Since there are no accepted secondary flow paths, it is assumed that the total 
incoming flow is passed through the bridge opening.  This assumption is used when 
deriving the Q-H relationship.  It is this relationship and the use of the “Weir” option that 
allows water levels at the bridge to be determined and represented within the model.  
This assumption relies on floodwalls containing the flows within the stream channel. 
 
The site of the SH25 Bridge is on a bend which is affected by the super elevation of 
water levels at the true right bank (northern side of the stream).  Water levels in cross 
sections of a MIKE11 set-up are defined to be horizontal.  To identify super elevation 
water levels in the bend of a watercourse, it is necessary to carry out auxiliary 
calculations and add the relevant values to MIKE11 results.  This assessment was 
undertaken for the SH25 Bridge at Tararu and indicates an increase in water levels due 
to supper elevation of approximately 0.42m (refer to WRC DM#1117755 for super 
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elevation calculations).  Scour was also assessed at the SH25 Bridge; refer to WRC 
DM#1117743 for calculations). 

4.4.3 Description of modelling scenarios 

Three design scenarios were modelled as part of the SH25 Bridge upgrade project.  The 
first scenario represented the existing (pre-upgrade) situation.  This included a 13m wide 
bridge which acts as a major flow obstruction in events greater than a 10% AEP event.  
The other two scenarios deal with bridge widening, stream widening and flood protection 
measures such as flood walls.  The first of these included an increase of the bridge span 
to 20m and the second included an increase of the bridge span to 25m. 
 
Scenario A: Existing scenario (pre-upgrade) 
This model was initially established by WRC as part of the initial investigations and 
consists of twelve cross sections representing the “current” situation, without floodwalls 
or channel alterations.  The model was reviewed by Opus Consultants on behalf of 
NZTA (Opus Consultants, 2004) with recommendations made to adopt a different 
methodology in assessing the hydrological, hydraulic conditions and the bridge model 
representation.  These changes were accepted and adopted by WRC. 
 
Scenario B: 20 metre wide SH25 Bridge 
This scenario increased the bridge span from 13m to 20m.  This scenario included an 
increase in the bed width at the bridge to that of the bridge span.  Revised Q-H 
calculations were developed and the result was used in the “Weir” option within the 
model.  The stream cross sections in the vicinity of the bridge, immediately upstream and 
downstream were also modified to account for the new situation.  Floodwalls were 
inserted on both sides of the stream, upstream and downstream of SH25.  To carry out 
sensitivity tests, four different tailwater level conditions were used to compare water level 
results for the bridge cross section.  Refer to WRC’s Internal Series Report 2006/23 
(Duffill Watts, 2006) for details. 
 
Following NZTA’s requirement of a 1.2m freeboard in the case of the 1% AEP event and 
a friction loss allowance at the bridge of 0.1m, the required soffit levels of a new bridge 
were calculated. 
 
The same model configuration was used to simulate the expected future climate change 
effects.  These included a 20% increase in the peak 1% AEP flows and a 0.5m rise in 
sea level.  The inflow for this simulation for this scenario was 267m/s and the lower 
boundary condition was set at 2.0m 
 
Scenario C: 25 metre wide SH25 Bridge 
This scenario was modelled following a request by NZTA.  Stream cross sections in the 
vicinity of the updated bridge were been modified (widened) and floodwalls assumed as 
before.  Simulation of the future climate change scenario was also run for the 25m 
bridge, assuming a 20% increase in the 1% AEP flows and a 0.50 m rise in sea level. 

4.5 Design models 

Three model scenarios were developed, as follows: 

 1% AEP event (existing) - Present day 1% AEP event discharge for existing 
situation. 

 1% AEP event (existing) with flood protection scheme - Present day 1% AEP 
event discharge with inclusion of proposed stopbanks and upgraded SH25 
Bridge. 
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 1% AEP event (future) with flood protection scheme – Future climate change 
1% AEP event discharge (i.e. with climate change) with inclusion of stopbanks 
and upgraded SH25 Bridge 

 
The design models were used to design the flood protection scheme and to test the 
proposed flood protection works during the option development stage, and to ensure that 
the proposals did not exacerbate any existing flood risk to any built up areas. 

4.6 Model validation 

Modelling of a natural system can never represent the actual environment exactly hence 
it is important to validate modelling results with actual events to check the overall fit of 
the modelling results.  The estimated flood levels predicted by the MIKE-11 model for the 
existing climatic conditions scenario were compared with observations made during 
previous flood events.  In-channel flow was calibrated using hydraulic design calculations 
contained in HCB Report 130.  Out-of-channel flow is best represented in the MIKE-21 
model, which is discussed in Section 4.2 above. 
 
Comparison showed that the model was providing a reasonable representation of 
historic flooding in the Tararu Stream. 

4.7 MIKE-11 model assumptions and limitations 
The following outlines the assumptions made when building the MIKE-11 hydraulic 
model and model limitations: 
 

 The modelling work has been undertaken for the current catchment 
characteristics.  Any significant alteration to the catchment will affect the 
hydrology which will then affect the extent and magnitude of the design flood 
event.  Alterations to the catchment that may affect the hydrology significantly 
include, land use changes, deforestation and development.  Following significant 
alterations to the catchment a design review should be considered. 
 

 The modelling work has been undertaken using channel cross sections surveyed 
in 2004.  Any changes to the cross sections since this date have not been 
included in the model.  

 

 All flood modelling has been undertaken for clear freely flowing water and does 
not model actual debris and sediment movement.  However the derivation of the 
peak flows has been undertaken using methods derived from actual events.  
Therefore the modelling result capture the effects of debris and sediment load in 
a way similar to that experienced historically. 

 

 While the model results capture typical debris and sediment movement effects, 
the results do not represent larger debris flows or blockages.  Such occurrences 
are considered greater than design events and are considered a residual risk 
which is described in Section 9. 

4.8 Peer review 

The MIKE-11 hydraulic model was reviewed by Opus Consultants on behalf of NZTA 
(Opus Consultants, 2004) with recommendations made to adopt a different methodology 
in assessing the hydrological, hydraulic conditions and the bridge model representation.  
These changes were accepted and adopted by WRC. 
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The MIKE-11 model was also peer reviewed by Dr Steven Joynes, refer to WRC 
DM#1404126.  
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5 Flood protection scheme 

5.1 Scheme history 
The Tararu Stream was included in the Waihou Valley Scheme in 1965 because it was 
located in the former Thames Borough.  The nature and objective of the works resulting 
from this inclusion have varied over the past 30 years and are summarised as follows: 
 

 Prior to 1981 the capacity of the Tararu Stream was maintained at around 30-50 
m3/s. 

 

 During 1982, in response to the significant damage caused by the April 1981 
event, an engineering investigation was completed into the feasibility of improving 
the performance of the Tararu Stream below the Victoria Road ford (refer to 
Hauraki Catchment Board Report 130).  The recommendations from this 
investigation were implemented in 1987 with the undertaking of works to widen 
and stabilise the Tararu Stream to a design standard of 100m3/s (estimated as 
the 10% AEP or 10 year ARI event in 1985).  These works included enlargement 
of the channel and stabilisation of the banks using either rock rip rap or concrete 
mattresses, refer Figure 12 below.  This level of protection was selected for 
financial and practical reasons (the proximity of dwellings to the main channel 
hindered the feasibility of constructing stopbanks to further increase the capacity 
of the channel). 

 

 
Figure 12 Engineering works constructed downstream of the SH25 Bridge in 1987 

 

 From 1987 onwards, the Tararu Stream was maintained to the standards 
recommended by HCB Report 130 with slight variations to cross section profiles 
caused by re-excavation following significant flood events and channel in-filling. 

 
Having adopted a design standard equivalent to the then 10% AEP event, properties 
adjacent to the Tararu Stream were still subject to flood hazard from the stream for 
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greater than design events.  As discussed in Section 2.3 above, the implications of this 
flood hazard were demonstrated during the January 2002 flash flood and the June 2002 
‘Weather Bomb’, both of which involved flows well in excess of 100m3/s and both caused 
significant damage to property and infrastructure. 
 
The flood events in 2002 also damaged the Tararu Stream catchment, increasing the 
amount of debris carried by flood flows and exacerbating the issue of channel in-filling 
along the lower Tararu Stream. 
 
The Peninsula Project began and WRC and TCDC worked with the community and 
NZTA to develop a flood protection scheme to provide a greater level of protection to the 
Tararu community from flood hazard from Tararu Stream from than what was already 
provided. 

5.2 Scheme evolution 
The proposed engineering works for the lower Tararu Stream have the following general 
objectives: 
 

 Improvement of the performance of the Tararu Stream channel and floodway 
downstream of the Victoria Road ford. 

 

 Provision of additional flood protection for the Tararu community where 
economic. 

 

 Relieving the restriction created by the SH25 Bridge. 
 
The key limitation on the engineering works in the lower Tararu Stream is the close 
proximity of residential development and Tararu Creek Road to the channel and the 
restriction created by the SH25 Bridge. 
 
The performance of the Tararu Stream channel was assessed by constructing a one-
dimensional hydraulic model (discussed in Section 4) extending from the Victoria Road 
ford to the Firth of Thames. 
 
The modelling results indicated the following: 
 

 The bank full capacity of the Tararu Stream was confirmed as 100m3/s, which is 
close to the 20% AEP event flows. 

 

 The unrestricted capacity of the SH25 Bridge (pre-upgrade) was around 100m3/s, 
above which the road embankment acts as a dam causing back flow effect and 
restricts the flows through the bridge.  The bridge full flow capacity without freeboard 
is approximately 130m3/s, increasing to 150m3/s when the water level increases to 
the level of the roadway. 

 
Based on this modelling work it was identified that the capacity of the SH25 Bridge was a 
significant factor contributing to the flood hazard to the Tararu community from Tararu 
Stream.  NZTA was approached and agreed to upgrading the SH25 Bridge at Tararu to 
provide capacity for the 1% AEP flood flows plus freeboard. 
 
Waikato Regional Council developed a flood protection scheme that comprised the 
construction of flood walls to provide protection from the 1% AEP flood flows with 
freeboard.  Flood walls were selected due to the limited space available between the 
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Tararu Stream and residential dwellings.  The flood protection scheme was designed to 
complement the upgrade of the SH25 Bridge. 
 
The flood protection scheme was constructed in two stages, with the first stage being 
constructed before the SH25 Bridge was upgraded, to provide protection to as many of 
the properties as possible.  Then, once the SH25 Bridge was upgraded, the flood 
protection scheme was completed. 

5.3 River and catchment works 
As part of the Peninsula Project, river and catchment management works were proposed 
within the Tararu Stream catchment covering the following areas: 
 

 Protection of existing indigenous vegetation from livestock through retiring and 
fencing land. 

 

 Implementation of a goat and possum control programme. 
 

 Removal of channel obstructions and accumulated sediment in the middle and 
upper reach of the Tararu Stream and tributaries (where there is appropriate 
access). 

 

 Re-vegetation of areas prone to erosion (landslide material and riparian margins). 
 

These items have been undertaken in collaboration with DOC and are ongoing to 
maintain catchment and river health. 

5.4 Channel improvements 
As part of previous channel improvement works, the Tararu Stream was enlarged by the 
Hauraki Catchment Board to pass a flow of 100m3/s.  This work, which included some 
erosion protection, improved the stability and capacity of the Tararu Stream channel and 
reduced the risk to the Tararu community by containing flood events that would 
otherwise inundate adjacent land. 
 
As part of the SH25 Bridge upgrade works the channel was further widened in the 
vicinity of the upgraded SH25 Bridge.  In designing the Tararu channel within the SH25 
Bridge reach, the channel needed to be widened from the pre-scheme width of 13m to 
20-25 metres to accommodate flood flows.  Such widening was proposed to occur 
gradually within a transition section starting at a point approximately 40m upstream of 
the SH25 Bridge and extending some 25m downstream.  It was expected that widening 
the channel will encourage more sedimentation and deposition of material, which will 
need to be regularly removed to maintain the waterway capacity.  Deep and confined 
channels are more efficient in sediment and bed load transport, as the depth and flow 
velocity are higher, however, over deepening is likely to be filled by sediment and sand 
due to bank erosion and the tidal dynamics within the SH25 Bridge reach.  As such a low 
flow channel was incorporated into the design to ensure adequate channel dimensions 
for conveyance of low flows. 
 
Refer to Figure 13 for the approximate extent of channel improvement works. 
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Figure 13 Extent of channel improvements 

5.5 Flood defences 

A number of options to provide flood protection for the Tararu community were 
investigated.  The preferred option that was developed provided protection to the 
community for up to a 1% AEP design standard with 500mm of freeboard, generally 
through the provision of flood walls, channel improvements and the upgrade of the SH25 
Bridge.  This flood protection standard is similar to most urban protection works within 
the region.  The freeboard height is designed to allow for wave action, design model 
uncertainties and blockage in the system due to floating debris or bed load depositions. 
 
The preferred option improves the existing performance of the lower Tararu Stream 
floodway to contain the 1% AEP flood event (222m3/s) by implementing the following 
works: 
 

 Construction of a timber floodwall along both banks of the Tararu Stream 
(upstream of the SH25 Bridge) to eliminate the existing overland flow path around 
the southern and northern approaches of the bridge. 

 

 Construction of timber floodwalls along both banks of the Tararu Stream 
(downstream of the SH25 Bridge) to improve the performance of the channel and 
prevent overflow onto adjacent properties. The downstream section of the 
scheme was constructed as earth stopbank on both sides of the stream. 

 

 Placement of rock rip rap to improve the stability of the channel and protect the 
other works associated with this proposal. 

 

 Replacement of the SH25 Bridge, with the primary objective of increasing its 
capacity to the 1% AEP flow with adequate freeboard to pass floating debris and 
accommodate higher flows. 
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 Provision of a spillway on the right bank of Tararu Stream, upstream of the SH25 
Bridge.  The spillway is designed to divert flows in greater than design events and 
to mange situations where huge amounts of debris and sediments are mobilised 
through the system during floods. 
 

 Planning controls to ensure development is undertaken outside of the flood 
hazard area. 

 
In designing these works, provision for greater than design events, climate change 
effects and possible sea level rise have been assessed and provided for as practicable. 
 
The indicative alignment of the constructed flood defences is shown in Figure 14.  
Design details are provided in Appendix 2 and as-built survey information for the flood 
defences is provided in Appendix 3. 
 

 
Figure 14 Flood defences in the Tararu community 

 
The floodwalls were constructed in two stages.  The first stage of the works was 
undertaken in 2005, prior to the SH25 Bridge upgrade, with flood walls being constructed 
to design level along the majority of the scheme, except for short reaches on both sides 
of the stream upstream of the SH25 Bridge, and short reaches on both sides of the 
stream at the river mouth.  These sections could not be completed until after the SH25 
Bridge was upgraded.  Figure 15 illustrates the staging of the floodwall construction. 
 
The design criteria for the downstream extension of the stopbank is the 1% AEP tide 
level (RL3.0m) plus 0.5m freeboard, hence RL3.5m, which is higher than the predicted 
1% AEP flood level in Tararu Stream plus 500mm freeboard.  This design criteria is 
consistent with other schemes in the Waihou/Piako zone. 
 
The downstream portions of the scheme on both left and right bank comprise a section 
of flood wall (due to space restrictions) and then completes as an earth stopbank.  The 
crest level heights of the end of the walls on both sides of the stream have been 
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designed to a level of RL3.5m, and the earth stopbank drops down from this level to 
existing ground level at the stopbank termination point, at a constant grade.  Design 
drawings for the downstream sections of the scheme are provided in Appendix 2. 
 

 
Figure 15 Staged construction of flood walls/stopbanks 

5.6 SH25 Bridge upgrade 

5.6.1 Bridge design 

Several options were considered for the new SH25 Bridge at Tararu, including: 

 A 20m or 25m span bridge 

 Bridge located at the existing location or downstream of the existing location 
where the channel is straighter. 

 
NZTA’s design standards require that new bridges are designed with the soffit set at the 
1% AEP flood level plus 1200mm freeboard.  This is more freeboard than what is 
incorporated into the design of the floodwalls.  The difference in freeboard between the 
bridge and stopbanks/floodwalls allows for the defences to be overtopped in extreme, 
greater than design events and ensure the integrity of the bridge is not compromised. 
 
A spillway has been provided for by NZTA to divert flows in greater than design events 
so the integrity of the bridge is not compromised and to mange situations where huge 
amounts of debris and sediments are mobilised through the system during floods.   
 
Prior to the scheme, floodwaters came out of channel on the left and right banks and 
flooded to the north and south of the stream.  With the scheme in place the SH25 
embankment on the left bank (to the south) stops flood waters draining to the south, 
hence only the right bank spillway is still able to operate.  This spillway is located on the 
right bank, upstream of the bridge, and drains to the north through a private property. 
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NZTA has formalised the existing spillway to the north, however the capacity of the 
spillway is very limited due to the proximity to a residential dwelling and the extent of the 
SH25 embankment.  This means that in a greater than design event the whole scheme 
will fail sooner than would otherwise if a larger spillway had been provided. 

5.6.2 Bridge modelling 

The SH25 Bridge at Tararu was identified to be a constriction to flood flows, hence WRC 
worked with the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) to develop a flood mitigation 
solution for the community that included an upgrade of the SH25 Bridge. 
Accurate modelling of the SH25 Bridge was critical to the success of this project.  
Section 4.4 provides details about how the SH25 Bridge was modelled and further 
information is provided in WRC’s Internal Series Report 2006/23 (Duffill Watts, 2006).  
Opus Consultants were commissioned by NZTA to undertake a Water Analysis for the 
Tararu Bridge, refer to their report for details (Opus Consultants, Oct 2004, WRC 
DM#3126273).  
 
Three design scenarios were modelled as part of the SH25 Bridge upgrade project.  The 
first scenario represented the pre-upgraded situation, this included a 13m wide bridge 
which acts as a major flow obstruction in events greater than a 10% AEP event.  The 
other two scenarios deal with bridge widening, stream widening and flood protection 
measures such as flood walls.  The first of these included an increase of the bridge span 
to 20m and the second included an increase of the bridge span to 25m. 
 
The results of the bridge modelling are provided in Appendix 3 and further details are 
provided in WRC’s report mentioned above.  Also in 2008, Dr Steven Joynes was 
commissioned to determine the flood mitigation benefit due to the upgrade of the SH25 
Bridge.  The findings of his assessment are provided in Appendix 4. 

5.6.3 Preferred SH25 bridge design 

The modelling work undertaken aimed at defining the height of the soffit (underside) level 
of the bridge beams spanning the Tararu stream.  For the two bridge spans that were 
assessed, both bridge spans (20m and 25m wide) would adequately accommodate the 
flood flows of the design 1% AEP event at different water levels.  The difference in soffit 
level when compared to the old bridge was 0.23m for the design event and 0.62m for the 
future climate change scenario. 
 
In addition to upgrading the span of the bridge, the bridge upgrade was also an 
opportunity to relocate the bridge.  The old bridge was located on a bend hence was 
subject to turbulent flows and super-elevation.  WRC recommended locating the new 
bridge over the straight part of the channel downstream of the old bridge, refer to Figure 
16 below which shows WRC’s indicative preferred location. 
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Figure 16 Proposed channel cross-sections at new SH25 Bridge (WRC’s preferred 

option) 

 
By locating the bridge over the straight part of the channel downstream of the old bridge, 
the soffit levels would be reduced significantly.  This location would also provide some 
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additional space for a safe overland flow path to the north of the bridge in greater than 
design events and debris flood conditions. 
 
The implications of the height and width relationship are on the overall cost of the bridge.  
The additional height increases the costs of the abutments and earthworks of the 
approached on both sides of the bridge, while the increased width increases the cost of 
the bridge and decreases the approaches costs.  The increased height would also affect 
the views and aesthetics of the structure. 
 
The other aspect to consider is the channel maintenance required.  As a general 
principle, wider bridges on aggrading streams are likely to encourage more accumulation 
of bed load material and sediment.  Hence, would incur higher maintenance costs than 
more confined channels. 
 
WRC’s preference was for a 20m bridge to be constructed spanning the straight part of 
the channel downstream of the existing bridge with its soffit level raised at the elevation 
of the recommended future climate change scenario (RL 6.33 m).  This option was 
considered by WRC to be the most sustainable option in the long term.  

5.6.4 Constructed SH25 bridge 

Assessment of the bridge options was undertaken by NZTA and they chose to construct 
a new 20m span bridge at the same location as the old bridge with the soffit based on 
the climate change scenario.  Refer to the design drawings for the bridge upgrade 
provided in Appendix 5 and to WRC DM# 1387260 for the full set of design drawings.  A 
full set of as-built drawings are provided in WRC DM#3131559. 

5.6.5 Reduced freeboard 

As discussed in Section 5.6.1, the old SH25 Bridge was to be replaced by a new bridge 
that was designed to pass the 1% AEP flows with 1200mm freeboard.  During detailed 
design, NZTA identified that the 1200mm freeboard could not be achieved within the site 
limitations.  The maximum available freeboard that could be achieved by the final bridge 
design was reduced to 660mm (160mm higher than the level of the floodwalls).  Note the 
difference in freeboard between the bridge and stopbanks/floodwalls allows for the 
defences to be overtopped in extreme, greater than design events and ensure the 
integrity of the bridge is not compromised.  Refer to WRC DM#1321290 for Maunsell’s 
assessment of the revised soffit level. 
 
Due to this limitation in providing the usual 1200mm freeboard for the Tararu Bridge, it 
was deemed essential that the capacity of the spillway be increased as much as 
possible, as the probability of its operation would be greater with the reduction in the 
capacity of the bridge, especially in the longer term when climate change effects become 
more evident.  However as discussed in Section 5.6.1 above, the capacity of the spillway 
is compromised by its proximity to a residential dwelling and the extent of the SH25 
embankment.  What has been provided has been maximised considering the site 
constraints. 

5.7 Future works 

At this stage no further capital works are proposed at Tararu.  If at some point in the 
future the community decides it requires additional protection, and is able to fund the 
works, then WRC would look to extend the works to include more of the community if 
practicable. 
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6 Agreed levels of service 
The Waihou Piako Zone Management Plan (River and Catchment Services et al, May 
2011) outlines the agreed levels of service for the Waihou Piako Zone. 
 
As part of the works undertaken via the Peninsula Project, Tararu is identified as a high 
priority area for upper catchment protection through animal pest control (feral goats and 
possums).  The Tararu Stream catchment has a direct relationship to the Firth of 
Thames.  Pest control on the west coast of the Coromandel is in a maintenance phase 
currently, with a reduced frequency of operations.  Buffer work is being undertaken on 
the eastern side of the ranges to stop reinfestation of areas located to the west. 
 
The flood protection scheme at Tararu is identified as needing to be maintained and 
managed to ensure the level of service for flood protection assets is maintained.  The 
level of service provided by the scheme at Tararu is the existing 1% AEP event (without 
climate change) plus 500mm freeboard.  The general location of the flood protection 
assets is shown in Figure 17 below.  Refer to Appendix 1 for design details for the flood 
protection works at Tararu.  As-built survey data is provided in Appendix 2. 
 

 
Figure 17 Flood defences in Tararu 

 
Routine river management is identified for high priority catchments to reduce the risks of 
localised flooding through removal of willow congestion and blockages and to provide 
long term environmental benefits through improved water quality, keeping stock out of 
stream and fencing and planting of stream banks to reduce stream bank erosion.  Details 
of the annual operation and maintenance programme undertaken on the Tararu Stream 
is discussed in Section 7. 
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7 Operation and maintenance 
The Tararu Stream is monitored and periodically maintained by Waikato Regional 
Council to remove accumulated sediment and debris, refer to Figure 18 below for the 
indicative extent of works.  This work maintains the capacity of this stream and reduces 
the risk to adjacent land that would otherwise be inundated more frequently from stream 
flooding. 
 

 
Figure 18 Extent of channel maintenance 

 
The annual maintenance programme includes the removal of accumulating gravel and 
sediment in the Tararu Stream, based on current cross sectional areas.  These works 
are carried after annual inspection and monitoring of changes in the streams.  The 
specific activities associated with this annual work programme include: 

 

 Removal of accumulated gravel, sand and debris from the Tararu Stream 
between the SH25 Bridge and the Victoria Street ford (i.e. 400 m length of 
channel). 

 

 Removal of accumulated gravel, sand, silt and debris from under the SH25 
Bridge across the Tararu Stream. 

 

 Removal of accumulated sand, silt and debris from the Tararu Stream between 
the SH25 Bridge and Firth of Thames (i.e. 240 m length of channel). 

 

 Disposal of excavated gravel, sand and silt on the local foreshore below the high 
tide level. 
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Constructed flood protection works at Tararu (predominantly flood wall with some 
sections of constructed earth stopbank) are inspected annually for: 
 

 Visible damage to the sections of flood wall. 
 

 Visible damage to the batter slope and crest of the sections of earth stopbank. 
 

 Any associated stream channel erosion and scour and potential undermining of 
flood protection assets. 

 
Any necessary repair work is undertaken as required. 
 
Crest levels of the stopbanks are surveyed each five to ten years, depending on the 
foundation material.  A five yearly cycle applies to stopbanks built on peat and marine 
mud, while a ten yearly cycle is for stopbanks on sand and clay foundations.  Stopbanks 
are topped up where necessary. 
 
General maintenance for stopbanks is identified in the Waihou Piako maintenance 
schedule as: 
 

General maintenance Minor repairs of stopbanks, fences, weed spray, 
mowing (specific banks only) 

As required 

Renewal Reconstruction and topping of banks due to settlement 
and other major damages 

15 -30 yrs 

 
This maintenance programme is consistent with other stopbanks managed by Waikato 
Regional Council in the Waikato region (eg Lower Waikato Waipa Control Scheme).  
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8 Flood hazard assessment 

8.1 River flood hazard classification 
A river flood hazard classification describes the significance of river flooding with regard 
to the likely impact on people and property.  The classification that forms part of this 
assessment has been developed using the following considerations: 
 

 Floodwaters have the potential to cause a person to become unstable and unable 
to manoeuvre.  International research suggests that there is a danger of being 
knocked over when the product of the flood depth and flood speed exceeds 0.5, 
with a significantly greater risk to life when the same product exceeds 1.0. 

 

 Floodwaters have the potential to impede a person’s ability to rescue themselves 
or others.  When the flood depth exceeds 1.0 m (i.e. waist depth), a person’s 
ability to navigate through flood waters (both on foot and using a vehicle) is 
restricted, therefore impeding the rescue of themselves and others. 

 

 Floodwaters have the potential to damage buildings, both superficially and 
structurally.  International research suggests that structural damage is likely when 
the flood speed exceeds 2 m/s.  It is also likely that structurally weak points such 
as doors and windows will be damaged when the flood speed exceeds 1 m/s. 

 
These considerations have been translated into a river flood hazard classification by first 
defining four distinct levels of river flood hazard based on the likely impact on people and 
property.  These levels are outlined in Table 9. 
 
Table 9 Description of river flood hazard categories 

Category Impact on people Damage to property 

Low The combined depth and speed of 
floodwaters are unlikely to impede the 
manoeuvrability or stability of the average 
person. 

Damage to property is likely to be non-
structural and mainly due to inundation and 
deposition of sediment. 

Medium The combined depth and speed of 
floodwaters are likely to start to impede the 
manoeuvrability or stability of the average 
person. 

Damage to property is unlikely to be 
structural provided that weak points such as 
windows and doors are retained above flood 
level. 

High The combined depth and speed of 
floodwaters are likely to significantly impede 
the manoeuvrability or stability of the average 
person. 

Damage to property is likely to be 
widespread and structural, including 
instances where buildings have been raised 
above the ‘flood level’. 

Defended This flood hazard category identifies land that is within an identified river flood hazard area but 
has been subsequently included in a flood protection scheme that is managed and maintained 
by the Waikato Regional Council. 

 
The three levels of river flood hazard (low, medium and high) have then been quantified 
through the creation of a matrix that assigns a river flood hazard level based on the 
predicted depth and speed of flooding (refer to Figure 19). 
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Figure 19 River flood hazard classification matrix 

 
The following two scenarios also result in a ‘high’ flood hazard classification: 
 

 Land that is surrounded by flooding that is classified as a ‘high’ flood hazard. 
 

 Instances where floodwaters are directed by flood defences, including formal 
spillways. 

 
The fourth level of flood hazard (i.e. defended) is intended to represent instances where 
a property is located within the natural floodplain but benefits from flood defences (e.g. 
floodwalls and stopbanks). 

8.2 River flood hazard map 

The river flooding information described in the sections above has been used to produce 
a river flood hazard map for Tararu due to the Tararu Stream.  Figure 20 shows the flood 
hazard map for Tararu with the land protected by the scheme shaded in blue to reflect its 
“Defended” status. 
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Figure 20 River flood hazard map for Tararu 
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9 Residual flood risk 
‘Residual flood risk’ is a term used to describe a river flood risk that exists due to the 
potential for ‘greater than design’ flood events to occur.  The concept of residual flood 
risk is relatively new, but provides a more complete assessment of risk when compared 
with traditional approaches that rarely look beyond ‘design conditions’. 
 
The residual flood risks that affect the Tararu community are described as follows: 
 

 The river flood model used to design the flood protection scheme is based on a 
‘design flood event’.  There is however the potential for larger flood events to 
occur, resulting in wider, higher and faster flood waters. 

 

 The river flood model used to design the flood protection scheme is based on 
surveyed channel cross sections for Tararu Stream and detailed ground level 
information, but excludes obstructions in the streams and associated floodplains 
such as informal bridges, buildings and walls.  These obstructions may result in 
wider, higher and faster flood waters. 

 

 The river flood model used to design the flood protection scheme incorporates 
the impacts of sediment and debris.  However, there may be instances where 
sediment and debris causes localised changes to the flood extent, depth and 
speed.  This includes debris flow events that will produce significantly different 
flooding characteristics. 

 

 This river flood model used to design the flood protection scheme is only relevant 
to flooding caused by the Tararu Stream.  However, there is also the potential for 
flooding to occur in other waterways and due to the overwhelming (or lack) of 
local land drainage infrastructure. 
 

 The river flood model is based on the existing condition of the Tararu Stream 
catchment.  Any significant change to this condition will affect the river flood 
hazard that affects the Tararu community.  For example, land use changes, 
deforestation and the intensification of development.  Where significant changes 
do occur, this river flood model and associated flood protection scheme should 
be reviewed. 
 

Following the completion of the protection works and bridge replacement, there remains 
some residual risks arising from extreme (greater than design) and debris flood events. 
The criteria for managing the residual risk include the following: 
 

 The structural integrity of the SH25 Bridge should not be compromised by the 
protection works, as the bridge is considered as a national strategic asset. 
 

 Overtopping should occur in well defined reaches and overland flows controlled 
to pass safely. 
 

 The protection structures should not fail catastrophically when overtopped in 
greater than design events. 
 

 The risks should be recognised in existing and future development and specific 
planning controls be implemented to avoid and/or mitigate these in the long term. 
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10 Planning controls 
Based on the flood hazard status of land in the community, TCDC has various planning 

controls in place via the Thames Coromandel District Plan, that restrict what land use 

activities can be undertaken.  The planning controls include measures such as: 

 No development or re-development allowed in the floodway, and in residual high 

risk areas. 

 

 Minimum floor level restrictions and construction requirements (e.g. flood 
proofing) for areas not protected by the works. 
 

 For other protected areas within the present flood hazard areas, limited floor level 
restrictions would have to apply. 
 

Refer to the Thames Coromandel District Plan and Thames Coromandel District staff for 
details. 
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11 Scheme review 
The Waihou Piako Zone Management Plan outlines agreed levels of service for the flood 
protection schemes at Tararu, including commentary on scheme reviews.  It is stated 
that river and flood protection schemes will provide the standard of flood protection 
agreed with the community, and that this will be achieved by: 
 

 Maintaining stopbanks to the stopbank design heights, achieving performance 
grade 4 or better. 

 

 Maintaining all stopbanks, pump stations, flood gates, detention dams and control 
structures at Condition Grade 3 or better. 

 

 Asset operating as designed (capacity and function). 
 

 By reporting, recording and investigating all health and safety incidents to comply 
with Council Health and Safety Policy. 

 

 Responding to flood events by alerting communities prior to events, continuously 
monitoring river systems, undertaking emergency remedial works and reviewing 
system performance and maintenance requirements following flood events. 

 

 Undertaking ongoing visual inspections of flood protection structures, reporting 
formally on an annual basis and following up on maintenance and repair 
requirements following flood events. 

 

 Reporting annually to the subcommittee and Catchment Services Committee on 
flood protection performance measures. 

 

 Making the likelihood and consequences of greater-than-design flood events 
clear to communities and providing advice for communities on managing these 
risks (residual flood risks). 

 

The following procedures will measure whether performance targets are achieved: 
 

 5-10 yearly crest level survey 
 

 Annual performance and condition inspections 
 

 Monthly operational inspections and failure reports 
 

 10-yearly capacity audits 
 

 Design level flood review 
 

 Annual health & safety audits 
 
The river flood model and hence the design of the flood mitigation scheme is based on 
the existing condition of the Tararu Stream catchment.  Any significant change to this 
condition, for example land use intensification or deforestation, will affect the 
assumptions of the river flood model and hence compromise the basis of the scheme 
design.  Where significant changes do occur, the river flood model and associated flood 
mitigation scheme should be reviewed. 
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Appendix 1 Flood protection scheme 
design 
 
Refer to WRC DM#912061 (electronic file saved to WRC’s document management 
system) for design levels for the flood protection scheme at Tararu.  
 
Design crest levels are also provided on the as-built drawings in Appendix 2. 
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Notes to accompany Tararu floodwall design 1 (< 1.0 m above ground level) 
 
Posts:    150 mm SED timber posts at 1.5 m centres 
    Heights vary (refer to long sections) 
 
Planks (above ground): 200 x 50 mm timber tongue and groove.  
    Every second plank anchored with 12 mm hot dip galvanised engineers bolts with square washers. 
    Remaining planks to be nailed. 
    Tongue and groove planks to extent one board (minimum) below existing ground level. 
 
Planks (below ground): 200 x 25 mm rough sawn timber. 
    To start below tongue and groove timber, which extends one board (minimum) below existing ground level. 
    Planks to be nailed. 
    Planks to be lined (on stream side) with double thickness polyethylene membrane 
 
Capping board:  200 x 50 mm nailed to each post and to the top plank at 200 mm centres. 
 
Foundation (below ground): Excavated to 1.0 m depth. 
    Trench backfilled with compacted clay. 
 
Foundation (ground level): Stream side -  100 x 100 mm concrete mowing strip flush with existing ground level. 
    Land side - 300 x 400 mm concrete pad flush with existing ground level, including steel reinforcement (two 12 mm diameter reinforcing bars stapled to each post with a cover of 100 mm 

and vertical spacing of 200 mm). 
 
    Note: Landside concrete strip may be reduced to a 100 mm x 100 mm standard concrete mowing strip if the wall height is less than 0.6 m.  
 
Timber treatment:  H5. 
 
Concrete:   17.5 MPa. 
 
Drawing key:    Concrete 
 
     Polyethylene 
 
     Existing ground 
 
     Timber 
 
  

Tararu Flood Protection Scheme 
 

Floodwall Design 1 (< 1.0 m height above ground) 

1:20 Tararu 

1a 82 06 93 

08/03/05: First draft (for review by RP Spooner) 
24/03/05: Second draft (for review by DJ Shilton) 
05/05/05: Third draft (for review by RP Spooner) 
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Notes to accompany Tararu floodwall design 2 (1.0 to 1.8 m above ground level) 
 
Posts:    200 mm SED timber posts at 1.0 m centres 
    Heights vary (refer to long sections) 
 
Planks (above ground): 200 x 50 mm timber tongue and groove.  
    Every second plank anchored with 12 mm hot dip galvanised engineers bolts with square washers. 
    Remaining planks to be nailed. 
    Tongue and groove planks to extent one board (minimum) below existing ground level. 
 
Planks (below ground): 200 x 25 mm rough sawn timber. 
    To start below tongue and groove timber, which extends one board (minimum) below existing ground level. 
    Planks to be nailed. 
    Planks to be lined (on stream side) with double thickness polyethylene membrane 
 
Capping board:  250 x 50 mm nailed to each post and to the top plank at 200 mm centres. 
 
Foundation (below ground): Excavated to required depth (refer to Table 1 for required depth). 
    100 mm thick concrete punch pad (design 2B only). 
    Trench backfilled with compacted clay. 
 
    Table 1: Minimum foundation depth requirements 
 

Design Wall height above ground (m) Foundation depth (m) 

2A 1.0 to 1.5 1.2 

2B 1.5 to 1.8 1.7 

 
Foundation (ground level): Stream side -  100 x 100 mm concrete mowing strip flush with existing ground level. 

Land side - 300 x 400 mm concrete pad flush with existing ground level, including steel reinforcement (two 12 mm diameter reinforcing bars stapled to each post with a cover of 100 mm and 
vertical spacing of 200 mm).  

 
Timber treatment:  H5. 
 
Concrete:   17.5 MPa. 
 
Drawing key:    Concrete 
 
     Polyethylene 
 
     Existing ground 
 
     Timber 
 
  

Tararu Flood Protection Scheme 
 

Floodwall Design 1 (1.0 to 1.8 m height above ground) 

1:20 Tararu 

2a 
82 06 93 

08/03/05: First draft (for review by RP Spooner) 
24/03/05: Second draft (for review by DJ Shilton) 
05/05/05: Third draft (for review by RP Spooner) 
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Tararu Flood Protection Scheme 
 

Entrance Way Design (no hidden detail) 

As Shown Tararu 

3 82 06 93 

Top plate reinforcing - refer to detail 1 

Notes: 
 
Vertical bracing:  200 x 50 mm timber anchored to planks with 12mm hot dip galvanised engineers  
   bolts and square washers. 
 
Diagonal bracing:  100 x 50 mm timber anchored to each plank with nails. 
 
Horizontal bracing:  100 x 50 mm timber anchored to top and bottom plank with nails at 200 mm centres. 
 
Planks:   200 x 50 mm tongue and groove anchored using 12mm hot dip galvanised engineers 
   bolts with square washers. 
 
Capping board:  100 x 50 mm timber anchored to top plank with nails at 200 mm centres. 
 
Driveway plate:  100 x 25 mm mild steel u-section anchored with 10 mm countersunk dynabolts. 
 
Top plate reinforcing: 100 x 50 mm mild steel U section to slide along top of gates with mild steel brackets 
   anchored using 12mm hot dip galvanised engineers bolts with square washers. 
 
Hinges:   Heavy duty stainless steel. 
 
Timber treatment:  H5. 
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Top plate reinforcing - refer to detail 1 

Notes: 
 
Vertical bracing:  200 x 50 mm timber anchored to planks with 12mm hot dip galvanised engineers  
   bolts and square washers. 
 
Diagonal bracing:  100 x 50 mm timber anchored to each plank with nails. 
 
Horizontal bracing:  100 x 50 mm timber anchored to top and bottom plank with nails at 200 mm centres. 
 
Planks:   200 x 50 mm tongue and groove anchored using 12mm hot dip galvanised engineers 
   bolts with square washers. 
 
Capping board:  100 x 50 mm timber anchored to top plank with nails at 200 mm centres. 
 
Driveway plate:  100 x 25 mm mild steel u-section anchored with 10 mm countersunk dynabolts. 
 
Top plate reinforcing: 100 x 50 mm mild steel U section to slide along top of gates with mild steel brackets 
   anchored using 12mm hot dip galvanised engineers bolts with square washers. 
 
Hinges:   Heavy duty stainless steel. 
 
Timber treatment:  H5. 
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Appendix 2 As-built survey 
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Appendix 3 Bridge modelling results 

Background 

A MIKE-11 model was used to assess the performance of the old SH25 Bridge and to 
design a bridge upgrade. 
 
Three design scenarios were modelled as part of the SH25 Bridge upgrade project.  The 
first scenario represented the existing (pre-upgrade) situation.  This included a 13m wide 
bridge which acts as a major flow obstruction in events greater than a 10% AEP event.  
The other two scenarios deal with bridge widening, stream widening and flood protection 
measures such as flood walls.  The first of these included an increase of the bridge span 
to 20m and the second included an increase of the bridge span to 25m.  The following 
provides the main results for the three different scenarios. 

Model results 

Scenario A: Existing scenario (pre-upgrade) 

The model of the current bridge and channel scenario was run with an inflow hydrograph 
for the 1% AEP event flows (222m3/s).  The results from this confirmed wide-spread 
flooding and the role of the SH25 Bridge in restricting the flood flows. 

Scenario B: 20 metre wide SH25 Bridge 

This scenario increased the bridge span from 13m to 20m.  To carry out sensitivity tests, 
four different tailwater level conditions had been used to compare water level results for 
the bridge cross section with an inflow of 222m3/s. 
 
The same model configuration was used to simulate the expected future climate change 
effects.  These included a 20% increase in the peak 1% AEP flows (267m3/s) and a 0.5m 
rise in sea level (2.0m). 
 
Using NZTA’s requirement of a 1.2m freeboard in the case of the 1% AEP event and a 
friction loss allowance at the bridge of 0.1m, the required soffit levels of a new bridge 
were calculated. 
 
The results of all simulations are shown in the following table: 
 
Table A1 Modelling results for a 20 metre wide SH25 Bridge 

Tailwater level 
(m) 

Modelled WL 
(m) 

Superelevation 
allowance (m) 

Actual WL (m) Required soffit 
level (m) 

-0.1 4.37 0.42 4.79 6.09 

0.7 4.38 0.42 4.80 6.10 

1.5 4.40 0.41 4.81 6.11 

1.9 4.44 0.41 4.85 6.15 

Climate change simulation* 

2m 5.08 0.41* 5.59 6.79 

* Super-elevation is assumed to remain the same with climate change. 
 
It should be noted that the levels provided in the table above are for a new bridge located 
at the same location as the existing SH25 Bridge.  If the new SH25 Bridge was 
constructed at WRC’s preferred location (downstream of the current bridge on a straight 
part of the channel), the soffit level would be lowered by at least 0.16m and potentially by 
up to 0.46m or (RL6.33 m). 
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Scenario C: 25 metre wide SH25 Bridge 

This scenario increased the bridge span from 13m to 25m.  This scenario was run for 
one tailwater level (1.5m) and an inflow of 222m3/s for the existing climate and 267m3/s 
for the future climate change scenario with a tailwater level of 2.0m. 
 
The results obtained on the basis of a single tailwater level are shown in Table A2 below.  
The reduction in soffit height for the 1.5m tailwater case is 0.23m as compared to a 20m 
bridge. 
 
Table A2 Modelling results for a 25m wide SH25 Bridge 

Tailwater level 
(m) 

Modelled WL 
(m) 

Superelevation 
allowance (m) 

Actual WL (m) Required soffit 
level (m) 

1.5 4.26 0.32 4.58 5.88 

Climate change simulation* 

2.0 4.55 0.32
* 

4.97 6.17 

* Super-elevation is assumed to remain the same with the climate change. 
 
The same comment above about the location of the bridge is relevant to the results in 
this table as well.  If the new SH25 Bridge was constructed at WRC’s preferred location 
(downstream of the old bridge on a straight part of the channel), the soffit level would be 
lowered by at least 0.16m and potentially by up to 0.37m or (RL5.85 m). 
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Appendix 4 Bridge assessment 

Tararu Stream Bridge Assessment 
 
Objective 
To determine the flood mitigation benefit due to the upgrade of the SH25 bridge 
at Tararu. 
 
Methodology 
A MIKE11 model was used to undertake a hydraulic analysis of the stream with 
the impact of the old bridge, the new bridge and the flood walls.  Previous studies 
had determined that the 100-year return period flow would be 220m3/s.  By 
design, this was the flow at which the new flood walls would be “at risk” (in terms 
of flood levels being 500mm below the top of the walls).  The flow was input as 
steady state because the reach is short and there are no volume/attenuation 
issues.  The tide level was set to RL1.5m. 
 
Three scenarios were modelled. 
 

 The old bridge and no flood walls 

 The new bridge and no flood walls 

 The new bridge and new flood walls 
 
The old bridge details are: height to deck = 3.23m, flow width = 13m.  The new 
bridge details are: height to deck = 4.75m, flow width = 18.9m.  The new bridge 
represents an increase in area from 42m2 to 90m2. 
 
Results 

Table 1 – Summary of Peak Flood Levels for 220m3/s Flow 
 

XS Model XS Label 
Distance 

(m) 
Old bridge, no 

flood walls 
New bridge, 

no flood walls 
New bridge, 
flood walls 

 TARARU STREAM  0.00 0 8.67 8.67 8.68 

 TARARU STREAM  28.00 28 8.21 8.20 8.22 

 TARARU STREAM  85.00 85 7.41 7.39 7.44 

4 TARARU STREAM  134.00 134 6.51 6.43 6.58 

5 TARARU STREAM  174.00 174 6.12 5.88 6.09 

6 TARARU STREAM  226.00 226 5.99 5.19 5.37 

7 TARARU STREAM  279.00 279 5.90 4.76 4.73 

8 TARARU STREAM  320.00 320 5.89 4.39 4.27 

 TARARU STREAM  325.00 325 5.81 4.40 4.40 

 TARARU STREAM  342.00 342 3.48 3.48 3.81 

9 TARARU STREAM  373.00 373 3.36 3.36 3.66 

10 TARARU STREAM  416.00 416 2.91 2.91 3.13 

 TARARU STREAM  550.00 550 1.50 1.50 1.50 
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Figure 1 – Hydraulic Profile for Peak Flood Levels for 220m3/s Flow 
 

 
 
Figure 1 clearly shows the benefit of the new bridge profile.  The new bridge 
allows the flow gradient to be constant whereas the old bridge caused a major 
restriction.  At the bridge itself the flood has been lowered from RL5.81m to 
RL4.40m (1.41m).  The installation of the flood walls have no detrimental impact. 
 
The reduction in flood level due to new bridge extends about 140m upstream to 
XS5 although the introduction of the flood walls raises the flood level slightly due 
to reduced flow area. 
 
The extra flow under the new bridge coupled with the flood walls has raised flood 
levels downstream.  The flood walls raise the flood level by 300mm to RL3.66m 
for XS9 and 220mm to RL3.13m for XS 10.  The top of the flood walls at XS 9 
and XS10 are RL4.25m and RL3.62m respectively.  Therefore these walls are 
high enough to transmit the extra flow. 
 
Summary 
 
The new bridge conveys major flows efficiently compared to the old bridge.  The 
flow area is increased 100% which ensures that the 100-year return period flow 
passes safely.  The benefit is a maximum reduction in flood level of 1.41m and 
covers a reach of 140m. 
 
The installation of flood walls does not compromise the new bridge configuration. 
 
 
 

Dr S A Joynes 
December 2008 
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Appendix 5 Bridge upgrade drawings (design) 
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